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1 Introduction
Welcome to the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module User Guide.

This guide describes all aspects of the installation, configuration, and usage of the Gen5™ 
Data Acquisition Module.

It is intended for users, functional administrators, and system administrators of PLA 3.0.

1.1 About the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module
The Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module allows you to acquire data from Gen5 experiment (*.xpt) 
files.

You can import Gen5™  experiment file values into assay documents, for example, 
Quantitative response assay documents and Dose-response analysis documents.

Note:  Using the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module requires basic knowledge of the Gen5™ 
software.

1.2 System requirements
Make sure your system meets the requirements listed below.

Table  1. The following table gives an overview of the system requirements of the Gen5™  Data 
Acquisition Module:

Requirement Background

PLA version 3.0.5 is installed. Required to run version 1.3.0 of the Gen5™ 
Data Acquisition Module.

Version 18 or higher of the Biological 
Assay Package add-on is activated in your 
database.

Required if you want to acquire data, for 
example, into Quantitative response assay 
documents.

Version 1 of the Dose-Response Analysis 
Package is activated in your database.

Required if you want to acquire data into 
Dose-response analysis documents.

The Gen5™  software is installed on the 
computer you want to use for the data 
acquisition.

To select an experiment file, a functional 
version of the Gen5™  software is required.
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1.3 Data acquisition in PLA 3.0
Data acquisition in PLA 3.0  allows you to import response values from external systems into 
existing PLA 3.0  documents. The acquired values are imported with traceability information 
(time stamp of the acquisition, the user who acquired the data, and original value) and details 
about the source file as well as the Data Acquisition Module used.

Overview
Acquiring data comprises the following general steps. Additional steps may be required for a 
specific Data Acquisition Module.
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1. Creating a PLA 3.0  document
2. Selecting the import format
3. Selecting the configuration profile
4. Selecting the source file

Creating a PLA 3.0  document
In PLA 3.0, all your data is stored in electronic documents. To view and manage your 
document data, you use a set of data editors. Response values imported from an external 
system are available in the Observations  editor of the document.

Details about the acquisition are added as an annotation to the acquired value. You can 
identify an annotated value by a small blue triangle in the upper left corner of the data cell. 
To view the annotation, right-click the annotated data, and select  Show annotations  from 
the context menu.
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Figure  1. Acquired response data values in the Observations editor

Selecting the import format
Using Data Acquisition Modules, PLA 3.0  can import data from a variety of external data 
sources. Data sources can be external systems such as plate reader software or FACS 
instruments, or external data formats such as CSV or TXT files.

Any number of Data Acquisition Modules can be activated in your PLA 3.0  database. 
Therefore, when starting the data acquisition process, you have to select the Data Acquisition 
Module you want to use. To do so, as the import format, you select the format of your source 
data.

Selecting the configuration profile
The configuration profile determines how the Data Acquisition Module acquires data from an 
external system. If several configuration profiles are available, an alphabetical list is displayed 
from which you can select the profile you want to use.

Selecting the source file
To start the acquisition of data, you have to select the source file provided by the external 
system. Usually, this file contains the data values you want to import. It can also provide 
additional information such as details on the generation of the values, metadata, or the 
import logic.

Note:  Each data acquisition system has a specific order for reading data. In the 
Observations  editor, the imported response values are added top-down. If this order does 
not comply with your external data source, move the rows in the Observations  editor up or 
down, as required.

External data 
source

1
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5

2

4

6

PLA 3.0 
Observations editor
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6

Figure  2. Order of importing response values from an external data source
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2 Installation
The Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module is delivered as an add-on to the PLA 3.0.5 framework 
and does not require a separate installation.

To make the functionality of the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module available for use, you 
have to activate the add-on in your database. Please consult the Activating the Gen5™ Data 
Acquisition Module  section for help.

2.1 Activating the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module
To make the functionality of the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module available for use, you have 
to activate the add-on in your database.

Note:  You can activate any number of Data Acquisition Modules in your PLA 3.0 
database.

Procedure
To activate an add-on:

1. Open the System  menu, and click  Add-on management.

2. On the Add-ons  tab, right-click the add-on you want to activate, and select  Activate.

Results
The add-on is added to the repository ( ) and activated in the database ( ).
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3 Configuration
3.1 Configuring the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module
Following are the basic concepts you should be familiar with when configuring the Gen5™ 
Data Acquisition Module.

Configuration profiles

You use configuration profiles to configure how the Data Acquisition Module acquires 
data from an external system. A profile contains settings such as the logic according to 
which imported values are added to the observation table.

You can create any number of connection profiles and select the profile that suits your 
needs during the data acquisition process.

Properties file

The properties file of a Data Acquisition Module holds configuration profile-
related settings as well as restrictions regarding the configuration and selection of 
configuration profiles.

3.1.1 Create configuration profiles
The default configuration profile available for the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module covers the 
selection of plate, matrix, and data at runtime. You can create additional profiles for example, 
if you want to preselect these elements in the profile.

Note:  With this version of the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module, we added additional 
configuration profile settings. Profiles created for previous versions are therefore no longer 
valid; You have to create new profiles.

Procedure
To create a configuration profile:

1. Open the document into which you want to acquire data.

2. On the action bar, click  Acquire data....

3. In the Select import format  dialog, select the 'Gen5 (*.xpt)' import format and click OK.

4. In the Data acquisition configuration  dialog, under Configuration, click Configure....

5. In the Manage data acquisition configurations  dialog, click  Create.
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Figure  3. Manage data acquisition configurations

6. In the Create data acquisition configuration  dialog, set up the profile according to your 
requirements.

For help on the available settings, please consult the description of the respective tab.

7. Confirm your settings with OK.

3.1.1.1 General tab

Figure  4. Configuration profile setup - General tab

Name

Table  2. The following setting is available for the profile name:

Setting Description
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Table  2. The following setting is available for the profile name:  (continued)

Name The name of the configuration 
profile.

Note:  The name is used to 
identify the configuration profile in 
the properties file. We recommend 
using a descriptive name.

Import strategy
When you reacquire the same data or acquire a second data set, you can use the import 
strategy to define how existing response values are handled in the data table of the 
Observations  editor.

Table  3. The following settings are available to define the import strategy:

Setting Description

Start writing after last row 
having a value in the response 
column

Starts writing after the last row having a value in the 
response column.

Start writing at first row 
(overwrites existing values)

Starts writing at first observation row, overwriting existing 
values

Start writing at first row (resets 
previously imported values)

Starts writing at first observation row, resetting previously 
imported values, and manually defined technical outliers.

Start writing at defined row 
(overwrites existing values)

Starts writing in specified observation row, overwriting 
existing values

Start writing after last row 
(append)

Starts writing after the last observation row, keeping 
existing values

Acquire position information Generates row, column, and plate factor values if available

Note:  This setting is not yet available for all Data 
Acquisition Modules.

Note:  If the existing number of rows is not sufficient, new rows are added during the 
import.
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Table  4. In the following example, import strategies are applied to a data table with 16 rows:

Import strategy No 
respons
e values

Last row with 
response 
value: 16

Last row with 
response 
value: 8

Is the existing 
data set 
deleted?

Start writing after last row 
having a value in the response 
column

1 17 9 No

Start writing at first row 
(overwrites existing values)

1 1 1 No

Start writing at first row 
(resets previously imported 
values)

1 1 1 Yes

Start writing at defined row 
(overwrites existing values)

N N N No

Start writing after last row 
(append)

17 17 17 No

3.1.1.2 Data source tab

Figure  5. Configuration profile setup - Data source tab

Settings

Table  5. The following settings are available to configure the data source:

Setting Description
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Table  5. The following settings are available to configure the data source:  (continued)

Select data at runtime Select which data values to import during 
the data acquisition process.

Predefine data Use the configuration profile to define the 
data values to be imported.

Import all plates • Standard protocol: Import all plates

• Multi-assay protocol: Import all plates 
available in the export for which the matrix 
was exported

Import specific plate Import only a specific matrix from the plate.

Matrix The name of the matrix.

Note:  The name is case-sensitive.

Value The value you want to import.

Note:  The name is case-sensitive.

3.1.1.3 Values tab

Figure  6. Configuration profile setup - Values tab

Invalid value handling

Table  6. The following settings are available to handle invalid values:

Setting Description

Import as void Invalid values will be imported as empty values.

Import as void and mark 
as technical outlier

Invalid values will be imported as empty values and marked as a 
technical outlier.
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Table  6. The following settings are available to handle invalid values:  (continued)

Import invalid value Invalid values will be imported without any changes. 
Floating-point handling settings apply.

Import invalid value and 
mark as technical outlier

Invalid values will be imported without any changes, but marked 
as a technical outlier. Floating-point handling settings apply.

Skip value Invalid values will be skipped.

3.1.2 Advanced configuration
By default, selecting and managing configuration profiles is not restricted. PLA 3.0  users 
can use all profiles available for a Data Acquisition Module and can create, edit, and delete 
profiles. You can set up restrictions in the properties file if you require.

About the properties file
The Gen5™ Data Acquisition Module uses the Gen5 Data Acquisition 
Package.properties  file located in C:\ProgramData\Stegmann Systems\PLA 3.0.

The properties file is created automatically when the Data Acquisition Module is activated. 
It contains the settings of all configuration profiles created for the Data Acquisition Module. 
The profiles are numbered according to the sequence in which they are created.

In the following example, the Default configuration  profile was created first, the 
Predefined settings  profile second.

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config1.adhocSettings=true

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config1.genPosInfo=false

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config1.importedValueValida

tionStrategy=vsIMPORTINVALIDASEMPTY

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config1.name=Default 

 configuration

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config1.posOption=TOP

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.adhocSettings=false

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.genPosInfo=false

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.importAllPlates=fal

se

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.importedValueValida

tionStrategy=vsIMPORTINVALIDASEMPTY

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.matrixName=Curves 

 [405]

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.name=Predefined 

 settings
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com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.plateName=Plate 1

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.posOption=TOP

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.config2.valueName=Mean V 

 [450]

Editing the properties file
You can edit the properties file in any standard text editor. To edit the properties file, you 
need write permissions to the C:\ProgramData\Stegmann Systems\PLA 3.0  directory.

Important:  We recommend you edit the properties file only for advanced configuration 
tasks such as the setup of restrictions. Use PLA 3.0  for standard configurations such as the 
creation and deletion of configuration profiles.

Use key=value pairs to configure the settings. You can add a new key=value pair, or modify 
an existing pair if you require. The encoding of the properties files is ISO-8859-1 (Latin-1). 
You have to enter all non-Latin-1 characters using \  as an escape character.

Examples: Enter the special character :  as \:  and the special character \  as \\ .

3.1.2.1 Configure available configuration profiles

By default, PLA 3.0  users can select any of the configuration profiles available for a Data 
Acquisition Module. You can change this default behavior and make only a subset of profiles 
available.

Important:  This configuration does not prevent users from changing the available 
profiles. Please consult the Prevent changes to configuration profiles  section for help.

Before you begin
For this configuration, you set up a restriction on folder and database level. You need the 
Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) of the PLA 3.0  database as well as the key of the folder 
for which you want to set up the restriction. Make sure you have these entries available.

• To access the UUID in PLA 3.0: Open the System  menu, and click Database 
policies. Go to the Advanced tab. The UUID is displayed under Database. Example: 
'0a24579e-4985-4c63-86e4-a2cf038e47e2'

• To access the folder key in PLA 3.0: In the Navigator, right-click the folder. From the 
context menu, select  Properties. The folder key is displayed as the document key under 
General. Example: 'Folder-4'
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About this task
Use this configuration option, for example, to separate data acquired with profiles in 
development from data acquired with profiles in production, or to set up a 'sandbox ' folder 
for testing purposes in which all configuration profiles can be used.

Note:  Subfolders automatically inherit the configuration from their parent folder. 
However, you can configure a different set of configuration profiles to be available on the 
subfolder level.

Procedure
To configure the available configuration profiles:

1. Open the properties file.

2. Add the following key:

com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.restrictions.<DB-

UUID>.profile.<Folder-Key>

3. Replace <DB-UUID>  with the UUID of your database.

4. Replace <Folder-Key>  with the key of your folder.

5. As the value, add the configuration profile that should be available for the folder.

Tip:  To configure multiple configuration profiles, separate them by the pipe symbol 
( | ).

6. Save and close the file.

Example
In the following example, the 'Matrix 405' and 'All Plates' configuration profiles are available 
for 'Folder-4': 
com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.restrictions.6c868b23-

d386-45f8-833b-15e8014b424f.profile.Folder-4=Matrix 405|All Plates

3.1.2.2 Prevent changes to configuration profiles

By default, all users of a Data Acquisition Module can create, edit, and delete configuration 
profiles. You can change this default behavior and prevent changes to profiles.

Procedure
To prevent changes to configuration profiles:

1. Open the properties file.

2. Add the following key=value pair:
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com.stegmannsystems.edp.dataacquisition.gen5.restrictions.canEditProfiles=false

3. Save and close the file.

3.2 Configuring the Gen5™  software
To use the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module, you have to perform a set of configurations in 
the Gen5™  software.

• Register Gen5™ as OLE server

• Create a PLA-EXPORT template

3.2.1 Register Gen5™  as OLE server
To allow PLA 3.0  to use Gen5™  in an automated environment, you have to register Gen5™  as 
an OLE server in the Windows Registry.

Note:  This setting is required for Gen5™  versions 3.x and higher. In earlier versions, the 
registration is done automatically.

Procedure
To register Gen5™  as an OLE server:

1. Open the System  menu, and click Preferences.

2. Go to OLE Automation.

3. Under Gen5 64-bit, click Register.

4. Confirm your settings with OK.

3.2.2 Create a PLA-EXPORT template
Create a PLA-EXPORT  template to define the data you want to export to PLA 3.0.

Important:  Make sure the template contains matrices only.

Procedure
To create the PLA-EXPORT  template:

1. In your protocol, right-click Report/Export Builders, and click Edit.

2. In the Report/Export Builders  dialog, select New export to file....

3. In the New export to file...  dialog, as the name of the new template, enter 'PLA-EXPORT'.

4. Go to Properties, and set up the template properties as follows:

a. Under Scope, select Plate.

b. Under Content, select Custom.
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5. Go to Content.

6. From the Available data views  group, select the matrix you want to add to the export 
content, and click Add.

7. If required, add additional matrices.

8. To save the new template, click OK.

Results
The Report/Export Builders  dialog should now contain at least the following entry:

Figure  7. PLA-Export template in the Gen5™  software
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4 Acquiring data
Use the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module to acquire data from Gen5 experiment (*.xpt) files.

Note:  It is assumed you are familiar with the general data acquisition process in PLA 3.0. 
If this is not the case, please consult the Data acquisition in PLA 3.0  section for details.

Before you begin
The Gen5™  software and PLA 3.0  have to be configured such that they can exchange data in 
a compliant manner. Please consult the Before you begin  section for details.

Procedure
To acquire data with the Gen5™  Data Acquisition Module:

1. Create a PLA 3.0 document

2. Select the import format

3. Select the configuration profile (optional)  (optional)

4. Select the source file

Results
The data is acquired and displayed in the Observations  editor. Details about the acquisition 
are added as an annotation to the acquired value. You can identify an annotated value by a 
small blue triangle in the upper left corner of the data cell. To view the annotation, right-click 
the annotated data, and select  Show annotations  from the context menu.

Figure  8. Acquired response data values in the Observations editor

4.1 Before you begin
Make sure your system has been set up correctly and all required files are available.

Table  7. The following table gives an overview of the preparation steps:

Requirement Background Steps
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Table  7. The following table gives an overview of the preparation steps:  (continued)

The Gen5™  software is 
installed on the computer 
you want to use for the data 
acquisition.

To select the experiment file, 
a functional version of the 
Gen5™  software is required.

Please consult the 
documentation of the Gen5™ 
software.

The Gen5™  Data Acquisition 
Module add-on is activated 
in your database.

All your add-ons are 
automatically made available 
in PLA 3.0. To use a Data 
Acquisition Module, you have 
to activate the corresponding 
add-on in your database.

Activating the Gen5™ Data 
Acquisition Module

At least one configuration 
profile is available.

Configuration profiles 
determine how the Data 
Acquisition Module acquires 
data from an external system.

Create configuration profiles

The Gen5™  software is 
configured as required.

The Gen5™  software has to 
be configured such that it 
can communicate with PLA 
3.0  and PLA 3.0  can correctly 
import the provided data.

Configuring the Gen5™ 
software

4.2 Create a PLA 3.0  document
Create a document to store the values you import from the external system.

Procedure
To create a document:

1. In the Navigator, right-click the folder in which you want to create the document.

2. From the context menu, select New.

3. In the Create a new document  dialog, on the Available document types  tab, select the 
document type you want to create. Which document types are available depends on the 
add-ons that are activated in your database.

◦ To create a document from scratch, select an entry with <No Template>.

In the example below, we use the 'New Quantitative Response Assay <No Template>' 
document type to create a new Quantitative response assay.
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◦ To create a document based on a template, select an entry with a template document 
key.

Tip:  You can also identify templates by an orange square in the upper right corner 
of the document icon.

Figure  9. Creating a new Quantitative response assay document without a template

4. To create the document, click Create.
Results: The Content  view opens, displaying your new document.

Tip:  To maximize the Content  view, double-click the tab of your document.

5. Enter a document name.

We recommend you enter a meaningful document name, as this makes it easier for you to 
search for existing documents later.

6. Save the document.

4.3 Select the import format
Select the data format you want to import.
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Procedure
To select the import format:

1. On the action bar, click  Acquire data.

Figure  10. Acquiring data into a Quantitative response assay document

2. In the Select import format  dialog, select 'Gen5™ (*.xpt)'.

Note:  This import format is valid for both Gen5™  storage options, Gen5 Database and 
Windows File System.

3. Click OK.

4.4 Select the configuration profile (optional)
If you configured several configuration profiles, select the profile you want to use for 
acquiring data.

Procedure
To select a configuration profile:

In the Data acquisition configuration  dialog, under Configuration, select the profile you 
want to use.
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Figure  11. Selection of a configuration profile

4.5 Select the source file
Select the file that holds the values you want to import into PLA 3.0. This is the file that is 
generated by the external system.

Procedure
To select the source file:

1. Under Settings, click ...  next to Experiment file.

2. If security permissions are configured in the Gen5™  software, you have to provide your 
Gen5™  credentials.

3. Navigate to the directory where you have saved the experiment (.xpt) file, select it, and 
click Open.
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Figure  12. Selection of an experiment file

4. Click Acquire.

5. If security permissions are configured in the Gen5™  software, you have to provide your 
Gen5™  credentials.
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